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INEQUALITIES IN THE MOST SIMPLE SOBOLEV SPACE
AND CONVOLUTIONS OF L2 FUNCTIONS WITH WEIGHTS

SABUROU SAITOH

(Communicated by Andrew M. Bruckner)

Abstract. For the most simple Sobolev space on R composed of real-valued

and absolutely continuous functions f(x) on E with finite norms

C   /-oo -> 1/2

|y     (a2f'(x)2 + b2f(x)1)dx\ (a,b>0),

we shall apply the theory of reproducing kernels, and derive natural norm in-

equalities in the space and the related inequalities for convolutions of Li func-

tions with weights.

1. Introduction and results

We shall examine the most simple Sobolev (Hilbert) space H(a, b) on I

composed of real-valued and absolutely continuous functions f(x) with finite
norms

C   ^oo 1 1/2

(1.1) jj    {a2fi'(x)2 + b2fi(x)2}dxj (a,b>0).

The space has been examined extensively by many authors and was first intro-

duced by Hardy and Littlewood in 1932 in connection with the famous Hardy-

Littlewood integral inequality. See, for example, Evans and Everitt [2] and its
references for the details.

Note that the space H(a, b) admits the reproducing kernel

(1.2) Gayb(x,y) = ~e-k^-y\

satisfying the reproducing property

fi(y) = (fi(-),Gayb(-,y))H{ayb)   for all fie H(a, b).

Therefore, from the point of view of the theory of reproducing kernels, we

examine the space H(a, b) and obtain the following norm inequality.
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Theorem 1.1. For any functions fi e H(ax, bx) and g e H(a2, b2), we have the
inequality

K^t)r7->a'>!(</w*w),j2
(1J) +(axb2 + a2bi)2(f(x)g(x))2]dx

/OO /-OO(a\fi'(x)2 + b2fi(x)2) dx • /    (a22g'(x)2 + b2g(x)2) dx.
-oo J — oo

Equality holds here if and only if fi and g are expressible in the forms

f(x) = cxGaiM(x,y)   and   g(x) = c2GaiM(x, y)

for some real constants cx and c2, and for some point yeR. Here, if cic2 \£ 0
and equality holds, then the point y must be a common point for fi and g.

Theorem 1.1 can be transformed in the following form by means of Fourier's

integral.

Theorem 1.2. For any complex-valued functions F e L2(R, (axc:2 + b2)~x dc;)

and G e L2(R, (a\ci2 + b2)~x d£), and for the convolution *, we have the in-
equality

[i/^+Mr'-Lr\( F®    g(fl \,*y2
2\bx+b2J\     2nJ_J\a2c;2 + b2    a^ + b2)^'

(1-4) .{(aia2)2e + (aib2 + a2bi)2}di

[°°    \F(H)\2 [~    \G(cl)\2
-j^a^ + b^J^a^ + b2^-

Equality holds here if and only if F and G are expressible in the forms

F(Q = dieiiy   and   G(g) = d2eiiy

for some complex numbers di and d2, and for some point y e R.  Here, if
di d2 / 0 and equality holds, then the point y must be a common point for F

and G.

In connection with inequality (1.4), we derive inequalities of two types for

ax = a2 = 0 and bi = b2 = 1, for functions F e L2(0, oo) and G e L2(0, oo)

[4], and for functions F e L2(a, fl) and G e L2(y, 8) [5]. Their results seem

to be quite different from (1.4).
As we will see from the proof of Theorem 1.1, our basic idea comes from the

general theory of reproducing kernels by Aronszajn [1] in a general principle,

but it will be difficult to derive a general version of Theorem 1.1. Indeed, we

use a special property of G0yb(x, y). See (2.2) and (2.3).

2. Proof of the inequality in Theorem 1.1

To start with, note that Gayb(x, y) is the reproducing kernel for the space

H(a, b), and at the same time, it is the Green function for the differential

equation satisfying

-a2D2xGayb(x,y) + b2Gayb(x,y) = 8(x-y)
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and

lim Gayb(x,y) =   lim  Gayb(x, y) = 0
x—>oo x—» —oo

(cf. Hirschman and Widder [3, p. 9] and Shapiro [8, pp. 91-92]).
We recall the expression

1    f°°        1

(2.D *..»<*■ rt-EL3Srrii«"",«-
From the identity

(21) G      uix    V)G      u(x    V) = _-_e-(bi/a,+b2/a2)\x-y\(z.z) cjaiybl[x,y)ua2yb2(x,y)     ^^^

we obtain conversely (or directly) the identity

Gai,b.(x,y)Ga2,b2(x,y)

(2.3) l/ai_    02\J_ f°° eMx-y)d£
~ 2\bi + b2) 2*7-00 (aia2)H2 + (aib2 + a2bi)2-

Of course, Gai yb](x, y)Ga2yb2(x, y) is a positive matrix (a positive definite)

on R, and so, there exists a uniquely determined functional Hilbert space H'

admitting the reproducing kernel Gai ybl(x, y)Gaibl(x, y) [1, p. 344]. In our

case, we see conversely that the space H' can be realized as the Sobolev space

H((axa2), (axb2 + a2bi)) whose norm is given by

(2.4)

\ {jt + |) [J™ {(aia2)2fi'(x)2 + (axb2 + a2bx)2fi(x)2}dx       .

Meanwhile, we consider the tensor product H = H(ax, bx) ® H(a2, b2).

Then, Gaiybl(xx, yi)Ga2 ybl(x2, y2) is the reproducing kernel for the tensor prod-

uct H [1, pp. 357-362]. Here, any members h^(xx, x2) in H are expressible

in the form
oo

h(j)(xx ,x2) = J2 j1,J)(xx)gnJ)(x2);        jiJ) € H(ax ,bx),  gnj) 6 H(a2 , b2),
n=\

with finite norms
oo

\\hU% = T,\\f{nJ%al,bMn%a2,b2)-
«=1

Furthermore, the inner product (/z(1), /i(2))// is given by

oo

(*(1) , h^)H = £(^> , A2))H(ai M){8nX) , gn2))H(a2,b2) ■

n=\

Next, we consider the Hilbert space Hr which is formed by restricting func-

tions in H to the diagonal set of R x R formed by {(jc, x); x e R}. We

identify it with 1. For any such restriction fi e Hr, the norm in Hr is given

by min||/i||// for all heH, the restriction of which to the diagonal set is /.

Then, Gaiyby(x,y)Ga2ybl(x, y) is the reproducing kernel for the space Hr [1,

p. 361, Theorem II]; that is, we have the identity Hr = H' as a Hilbert space.
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In particular, we have for any / e H(ax, bx) and g e H(a2, b2),

fi(x)g(x)eHr,

and furthermore, we have the inequality

\\nx)g(x)\\2Hr<\\nxl)g(x2)\\2H;

that is, inequality (1.3).

3. Proof of the equality statement in Theorem 1.1

We assume that for / e H(ax, bx) and g e H(a2 ,b2) (fi \t 0, g ^ 0),
equality holds in (1.3). Note that then /(jCi)g(jC2) is characterized by the

orthogonality

(3.1) (fi(xx)g(x2),h(xx,x2))H = 0

for any heH satisfying

(3.2) h(x,x) = 0   on R.

As functions satisfying (3.2), we take

h(xx, x2) = Gaiybl(xx, y\)Ga2yb2(x2,y2)

Gaiybl(xx, y\)Gq2yb2(xi, y2)Ga2yb2(x2,0)

Ga2yb2(xi,0)

e H   for any yi, y2 eR.

Then, by using the reproducing property of G0lybl(xx, y\)Gaiybl(x2, y2) in H,

we have the following from (3.1):

/•/■,. \„e„ a     „(c\\(ft„\   Gaiybi(Xx,yx)Ga  b(xx,y2)\
fi{y\)g{y2) = e?(0) /(jci), —'—^--=—      2-

V Ga2yb2(Xi,0) /HtaxM)

/oo
Gaubl(xuyi)

-OO

• {-a2f"(xx) + b2f(xx)}G^b^y^dxx.
Ga2,h2(xX . U)

By using the property of G0lybl(xx, yx)   as Green's function, we have the

identity

(3.4)

{-a\fi"(yi) + b2fi(yx)}g(y2) = g(0){-a2fi"(yx) + tf/frittfe'^'ffi •
^2,b2(yx, u)

Note that -a2f"(yx) + b2fi(yx)^0 on R.
Indeed, if -a2f"(x) + b2f(x) = 0 on R, then we have, for some constants

C, and C2,
f{x) = Cxe-b^xl<h + C2eb'x'a'    on R.

Hence, from the fact that / e H(ax ,bx) we see that Ci = C2 = 0.
Therefore, from (3.4) we have, for at least one point yo,

(3-5) g(y2) = g(0)^,^o,y2) =        G^fr.yo)

Ga2,h2(yo, U) Ga2ybl(yo, U)
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We thus have the expression of y

g(x) = cxGa2yb2(x,a)

for some real constant cx and for some point a e R. Similarly, we have the

expression of / in the form

(3.6) f(x) = c2GaxM(x,fi)

for some real constant c2 and for some point /? e R.
From (3.3) and (3.6) we have

fi(yx)g(y2) = g(0)c2G-^'y^.{^y2)
Ga2,h2\P , 0)

= c2g{0)G^'fi)f^'P).
Ga2,h2(P , 0)

Conversely, for this function, the condition (3.1) for functions heH satis-

fying (3.2) is apparently satisfied, as we see from the reproducing property of

Ga, ,b{(xx, P)Ga2,t>2(x2, P) in H. We thus have the desired result.

4. Proof of Theorem 1.2

First note that from the representation (2.1) of Gaiybl(x, y), any member

/ e H(ax, bx) is expressible in the form

for a complex-valued function F satisfying

<4-2) £$$r«<--
and furthermore we have the isometrical identity

[6, Theorem 3.1; 7, p. 82, Theorem 3.1]. Here, note that the Sobolev space

H(ax, bx) admitting the reproducing kernel Gax b[ (x, y) can be considered for

complex-valued functions f(x) satisfying (4.1) and (4.2). In order to consider

the general complex-valued L2 functions satisfying (4.2), we shall consider

the Sobolev spaces H(ax, bx) and H(a2, b2) as complex Hilbert spaces in the

sequel.
Similarly, we have the expressions

(4-4> »«-s£^r**
and

(4.5) "«*..«-s£^f*-
From (4.1) and (4.4), we have the expression

(4.6) MtW = i £ ( Jl^I • q^) «)•* «■
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By using expression (2.3), we have similarly the identity

(4.7)

2      \l (ai     a2\]~l   I      f°°\(_m_        G{j)    \2

Ug^-[2{FX+F2)\     8^   Lj{aW^    aW^l){°
>{(aia2)2e + (aib2 + a2bi)2}dc:.

We thus obtain Theorem 1.2 from Theorem 1.1 for complex-valued functions,
directly.
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